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In line with RCOA’s policy to put people with lived experience
at the forefront of all we do, Adama Kamara was appointed
as the new Deputy CEO of RCOA. Adama has 15 years’
experience in refugee services, health, and local government,
as well as personal and family experience of seeking asylum
people and new audiences reached
and supporting newly arrived refugees from her home
as Face to Face goes digital
country of Sierra Leone. She has a passion for community-led
initiatives and is an advocate for meaningful participation.
Adama has led co-design projects with young people, people
seeking asylum, refugees, culturally and linguistically diverse
communities and service providers.
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Deena Yako was also appointed
to the
refugees
in management team
at RCOA as Director of Community Engagement. Deena has
worked in the resettlement of refugees since 2006 in both
government and non-government organisations. Her main
focus has been on young refugees and she most recently
managed the RCOA Face to Face schools program.
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RCOA has continued to provide practical support for the
ongoing work of the National Refugee-led Advocacy
New ground
amplifying
and Advisory
Group (NRAAG).
The 14-member steering
committee guides and drives the national refugee dialogue
and refugee-led advocacy particularly as the continuing
across advocacy
impacts of Covid are felt across refugee communities. In this
vein, NRAAG has:

refugee voices
Advocating for solutions for

18000 refugees on

• Published the ‘Leaving Nobody Behind’ report.

temporary visas

• Made a submission to the Senate inquiry on Australia’s
Advocating for solutions for
COVID-19 response.

18000

refugees
onpresentations and
• Engaged with civil society
through
temporary
visas
public webinars and continued to amplify community
concerns with the public, media and allies through public
statements, social media and more.
• NRAAG continues to support and encourage others to
follow the leadership of refugee-led groups and to treat
them as partners and knowledge-holders who should be
at the forefront of change for their communities.
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keyNetwork
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The Asia on
Pacific
of Refugees (APNOR) is a new
refugee-led network funded and supported by RCOA,
which includes members in 12 countries. It developed a
series of live conversations with refugee doctors, sharing
information
COVID-19 in languages including Kurdish,
Highon
profile
English, Assyrian, Arabic and Dari. This is being shared
through a weekly online forum, using audio-visual material
and a Q&A style discussion to respond to questions from
stories generated
refugee communities with valid information and to get
people better connected. Since the continuation of the
COVID-19 pandemic, APNOR has also:

on key policy issues
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Expanding the reach of

• Conducted fortnightly safety check calls through its
national hubs.

in 2021 via media partnerships

• Produced health
information, particularly for women
Zone Leadership
and children,
in different
languages through videos and
Group
members
podcasts.

Adama Kamara with other panellists at the 2020
Sydney Writers Festival
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• Put together an emergency appeal to support COVID-19
responses of refugee-led organisations in the Asia-Pacific.
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people and new audiences reached
as Face to Face goes digital
Since 2014, the Refugee Council of Australia has been
bringing refugee speakers to audiences in the greater Sydney
and Melbourne regions to share their personal stories as
part of our Face to Face schools and community program.
Durable solutions for
Face to Face also promotes social cohesion by addressing
in about refugees and
negative perceptions inrefugees
the community
people seeking asylum and fostering greater understanding,
empathy and respect. With COVID-19 restrictions making
school and business visits impossible or impractical, the
Refugee Council of Australia extended the delivery method
of the Face to Face Program to a digital platform.

Nauru & PNG
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This shift to a digital platform meant that students and
community members in many more locations were able to
providing crucial information
learn about the refugee experience directly from people
to lived
the itpublic
who have
and in an equally impactful way as they
would have person to person. Throughout the year we held
30 speaking engagements, reaching 3800 people, including
many new audiences.
“The
Face to Face decision
Program provides a necessary
Mobilising
paradigm shift. In my previous experience as a
makers as part of the
refugee, I have often been met with speechless faces
and a great deal of sympathy for the trials that my
family and I have been through. Not to take away
from these natural human reactions however, it is
important to take a step back and see the whole
person. F2F provides a platform where people from
refugee communities are in the driver’s seat in
leading discussions about stereotypes and policy
Expanding the reach of
improvements”.
Sarab Shada from the Face to Face Program
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refugees on
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This report highlights just some of our
achievements in the past year in our
efforts to promote fairer and more
humane refugee and asylum policies
and to educate the public about the
on key policy issues
refugee journey and the important
contribution of refugees and people
seeking asylum in our communities,
workplaces
and nation. We do this by
High profile
working alongside our members and
refugee communities to synergise our
stories
generated
combined
expertise
and know-how.
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This report highlights just some of the
achievements that have been made
possible through the generous support
Refugee Welcome
of our supporters.
Zone Leadership
Group members
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We worked
collaboratively with key stakeholders from
across
advocacy
crucial
information
refugee communities, settlement services, the Australian
government, United Nations High Commission for Refugees
ic
(UNHCR) and International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) to advocate for practical solutions to facilitate the
resettlement of refugees who have been granted visas
but have not been able to travel to Australia because of
pandemic-related border restrictions. We have:

Advocating for solutions for

decision
18000 refugees on
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• Developed
a detailed strategy on the barriers
part oftemporary
the and shared
• Undertaken extensive research and consultations with
over 35 representatives from 18 organisations and/or
communities.
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to restarting resettlement and practical steps that could
be taken to facilitate humanitarian arrivals.

• Brought together key stakeholders for several cross-sector
meetings to coordinate and work collaboratively on
furthering this strategy.

12 direct
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• Engaged in ongoing discussions with colleagues in
the Department of Home Affairs and at a Ministerial
level to offer practical suggestions for how to restart
resettlement.

• Reached out to affected communities to consult and
he reach
of
on
keysupport
policy
issues
provide
with travel
exemption processes,

e Week

including developing an information sheet for
humanitarian visa holders and their families.

media •partnerships
Worked with journalists from a number of media outlets
to raise awareness about the devastating impacts the
pause on resettlement has had on refugee families in
Australia and overseas.
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Since our advocacy work started on the issue of travel
exemptions and resettlement, we have seen evidence of an
increase in the proportion of travel exemption requests by
humanitarian visa holders being approved

Advocating for solutions for

18000 refugees on

temporary visas

Refugees on Temporary Protection Visas (TPV) and Safe
Haven Enterprise Visas (SHEV) have been in Australia for
at least eight years but remain on indefinite temporary
visas. The SHEV was created to incentivise refugees to take
up positions in areas where there were labour shortages
in regional areas but has failed to do so because of its
complicated and unrealistic pathway to permanency.
While we maintain our fierce opposition to TPVs and
SHEVs, we recognised a political opportunity and proposed
to the Parliamentary Inquiry into the Working Holiday
Maker Program that SHEV and TPV holders be offered
a permanent visa if they work in regional areas or other
critical industries facing labour shortages for one year.

12 direct
submissions
on key policy issues

This proposal was backed by consultations and a survey
with refugee communities, with 85 percent of 717 TPV and
SHEV holders who participated indicating a willingness to
move under this proposal. The Parliamentary Committee
partially endorsed our proposal, recommending that “the
Government consider additional concessions to SHEV and
TPV holders who undertake at least one year of agricultural
or horticultural work in a regional area, and are prepared to
settle in a regional area.

High profile

media
stories generated

Following this, we have had meetings with several Coalition
MPs and their advisors to discuss this proposal, alongside
refugees on SHEVs. Some Nationals MPs in regional areas
affected by labour shortages have expressed support for this
proposal. Key industry bodies, including farming groups,
have also supported this idea. As COVID-19 continues to
affect international arrivals, we believe refugees who are
already in Australia present a win-win solution to Australia’s
current labour shortages while also supporting refugees to
permanently settle in Australia.
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The bipartisan support for offshore processing policy means
RCOA has had to work within the current policy and find
practical solutions for people who remain in limbo after
a long nine years. To this end, RCOA worked tirelessly in
2020-21 to engage with a number of key decision makers
and stakeholders. These efforts included:

6 reports

Over crucial information
providing
• Meetings with the Department of Home Affairs and PNG
to the public
Immigration and Citizenship Authority (ICA) to speak

3600 hours

about the issues faced by refugees and people seeking
asylum in PNG and to look at durable solutions for those
remaining in PNG. This includes maximising the uptake of
US resettlement pathways and raising the issue of ongoing
detention of people subject to offshore processing policies.
Strong engagement with people subject to offshore policies
and those who work closely with and are most trusted by
them for example Catholic Bishops Conference of PNG and
Solomon Islands as well as Caritas PNG. They have played an
integral role in highlighting the main issues of concern and
putting forward practical solutions to address them.
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• Working with members in the Asia Pacific Refugee Rights
ampaign
Network (APRRN), to engage with colleagues across the

region and use their professional network and expertise
to work on durable solutions for example ensuring New
Zealand’s resettlement offer remains current. We also
worked with APRRN members and the Geneva-based Global
Detention Project to submit a joint report about the situation
of refugees in PNG to the United Nations Human Rights
Council.
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In the past year, RCOA has continued to work with the
Canadian organisation MOSAIC for the sponsorship to
Canada of refugees affected by offshore processing in PNG
and Nauru.

High profile

media
stories generated

The partnership had submitted 139 sponsorship
applications for refugees and 90 separated family members,
so 229 sponsorship spots in all to date.
“It’s powerfully poignant to observe how far a
person can advance in life when supported in
the right direction — if only opportunities are
more, so that they’re also being granted to the
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rest of the refugees and people of concern.”
Simon Shahin, Refugee Ambassador
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The Nobody Left Behind campaign was launched in 2020
with 230 organisations signing onto the campaign, including
medical groups, peak bodies, unions, NGOs, educators,
Expanding the reach of
mayors, individuals, and people personally affected.

Refugee
Week
In thereach
2020/21of
financial year
we convened a strategy group
nding the

via amedia
partnerships
madein
up2021
of around
dozen member
organisations to drive
the strategic direction of this ambitious campaign, that has
engaged directly with key ministers, Members of Parliament
and other decision makers, backbencher lobbying, State
and local government advocacy, work with medical bodies
directed at the Health Minister, public mobilisation and
ongoing media coverage

fugee Week
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Over
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In the lead up to the Federal Budget, we worked hard
lobbying Liberal and National Party backbenchers to put
forward a budget submission for time-limited access to
Special Benefit for temporary visa holders. As a result of
many meetings with MPs and influencers, we were able to
secure two important mini wins:

of valuable volunteer time
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• MP Russell Broadbent backed RCOA’s budget proposal,
submitting it to the Treasurer.

RCOA secured high-profile media coverage about the
impact of COVID on refugees and people seeking asylum.
The significant media coverage we secured included
mainstream mediaRefugee
outlets including
Channel 9’s Today
Welcome
Show, Sunday Telegraph, Adelaide Advertiser, Sydney
Zone Leadership
Morning Herald, The Age, BuzzFeed, Radio National
members
Breakfast, ABC-TVGroup
and local
radio, SBS and the Saturday
Paper. Coverage included:
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Radio National’s
PM piece
on RCOA’s costs report and SBS
& ABC TV (various news programs) coverage of the issue
of mistranslated coronavirus advice, featuring RCOA staff
Deena Yako and Shukufa Tahiri. This advocacy led directly
to a substantial support package being committed by the
Victorian government the following day.
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• RCOA’s
advocacy
on the releases of
secured
for resettlement
in refugees
Canadafrom
via
community detention also gained significant media
Operation Not Forgotten
coverage, including ABC interviews with Rebecca Eckard
*Received over an 18 month period
broadcast across their television news, RN Breakfast and
online.
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secured
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• The RCOA analysis of the budget attracted a wide
Operation
Notof media
Forgotten
spectrum
coverage, including The Saturday
• A group of five Liberal backbenchers wrote a letter to the

uable volunteer time

Paper, ABC RN breakfast and online, AAP and more.
Treasurer asking for greater support for temporary visa *Received over an 18 month period
holders, including people seeking
asylum, during COVID and the
ensuing recession. Those MPs were
Trent Zimmerman, John Alexander,
Dave Sharma, Jason Falinski and
Fiona Martin.

Various high profile media
articles helped raise the profile
of RCOA and the effect of COVID
on people seeking safety
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timeliness and costs of the processing and granting of visa
classes which provide for or allow for family and partner
reunions.
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• Submission to the inquiry into the impact of temporary
migration.
on key policy issues

across advocacy

During this period, RCOA’s research and policy team has
published reports providing new and crucial information to
the public about the impact of Australia’s refugee policy, with
key recommendations for improvement. These included:
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• COVID-19 and humanitarian migrants on temporary visas:
refugees on
Campaign
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assessing the public cost.

temporary visas

• The impacts of COVID-19 on people seeking asylum and
refugees on temporary visas.
• The Federal Budget: What it means for refugees and
people seeking humanitarian protection.

the
reachAustralia’s
of
• Expanding
UN member states
challenge
refugee and
asylum policies.
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• Submission to the inquiry into the working holiday maker
program.
• Submission to the inquiry into strengthening Australia’s
providing
crucial
information
relationships
with countries
in the
Pacific region

to the public
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The Refugee Welcome Zone Leadership Group was formed
to work more closely with key councils interested in further
enhancing the Refugee Welcome Zone network. City
of Sydney, Fairfield City Council, Liverpool City Council,
Blacktown City Council, CityRefugee
of Canterbury-Bankstown,
Welcome City
of Greater Dandenong, and City of Darebin are members of
Zone Leadership
this leadership Group.

Campaign
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The Refugee
Welcome the
Zone reach
initiative of
has continued to
Expanding
strengthen with 166 local councils across the country now
signed on as Refugee Welcome Zones - local government
areas that
made
commitment
to welcome
in have
2021
viaa public
media
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refugees into their area, uphold the human rights of
refugees, show compassion, and enhance religious and
cultural diversity in their area. New councils have joined
• Submission on the Humanitarian Program 2021-22.
from as far afield as Southern Downs in Queensland, and
• Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Standing
*Received
over an
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Federation
in regional
NSW. period
Committee on Human Rights on the Strengthening
Information Provisions Bill.
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• Submission to the Parliamentary Committee on
ofHigh
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profile
Intelligence
and Security on the Strengthening

media
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Information Provisions Bill.

• Submission to the Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs
on the Strengthening Information Provisions Bill.

229
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secured for resettlement in Canada via
Operation Not Forgotten
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of valuable volunteer time

• Submission on the Migration Program 2021-22.
• Joint submission to the Universal Periodic Review on
Papua New Guinea.
• Submission to the UN Special Rapporteur on pushback
practices and their impact on the human rights of migrants.
• Submission to the inquiry into issues facing diaspora
communities in Australia.

Refugee Welcome

RCOA achieves so much with a very small staffing team.
So much is made possible through the help of a team of
very committed and valued core volunteers. In 2020/21
volunteers gave over 3,640 volunteer hours equating
to over $90,000 in value. We are truly indebted to this
incredible bunch of highly capable individuals.

Expanding the reach of
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Refugee Week

In 2021 RCOA celebrated another very successful Refugee
Week this time with increased exposure on TV, taking
the positive message about refugees to new and larger
audiences. In addition to securing a spot on The Drum for
our Deputy CEO during Refugee Week, we also furthered our
partnership with SBS Food, with Adam Liaw hosting several
refugee advocates on his TV program The Cook Up, who
made some of their favourite meals while sharing stories.
These advocates featured in our award-winning refugee
cookbook available throughout 2020/21.

Over

3600 hours

of valuable volunteer time

On 18 June, our official virtual launch took place in
partnership with The Wheeler Centre. Community members
told the uplifting story of a group of Syriac refugees from
a land-locked city in Iraq who took on the task of building
a boat in Geelong. The result of this unique project was
the construction of not only a beautiful boat, but a strong
connection between communities.
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Adam Liaw with Jasna Dolic and Dai Le
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Excerpt from Refugee Week Cookbook. On sale
during 2020/21:
Food for us was the constant comfort during a time
that we felt displaced. My family and I have been in
Australia for one year now, and this feeling is still
over an
18day
month
true today.*Received
We are taking
each
as itperiod
comes, and
we make dolma on the hardest of days. My mother’s
desire to bring us together and recreate a feeling of
home will always be present in her recipes. It is truly a
community meal. Samah

secured for resettlement in Canada v
Operation Not Forgotten

Thank you!
RCOA is so grateful to YOU our dedicated supporters, our member agencies and other
like-minded organisations who share our vision for a world where the rights of refugees and
people seeking asylum are respected, their humanity valued, their contributions celebrated
and their dreams and aspirations are attainable!

Suite 4A6, 410 Elizabeth Street,
Surry Hills NSW 2010
Phone: (02) 9211 9333
www.refugeecouncil.org.au
ABN 67 956 673 083

